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Smoothest 
handling for 

effortless 
precision and 

ultimate comfort 
for a lifetime.

Always the right 
temperature, 
for utmost 

convenience and 
safety.

Innovative 
quality showers 

for luxurious 
revitalisation  

and wellbeing.

Made-to-last 
surfaces ranging 

from precious 
matt to shiny  
like diamond.

Save precious 
resources and 
enjoy 100%  

water comfort.

No scalding on 
hot surfaces 

thanks to 
100% GROHE 

CoolTouch®

Our raw material 
contains 90% 
less lead than 
standard brass 

and is five times 
more resistant to 

corrosion.

MOMENTS OF TRUTH 
GROHE TECHNOLOGIES

NEW FROM 
GROHE AND FAUCETS 
GROHE is Europe’s largest and the world’s leading single-brand manufacturer and supplier of sanitary fittings, including 
taps for the bathroom and kitchen, showers from thermostatic mixer to electric, concealed valves and WC systems. 

Faucets are the UK’s leading independent stockist and distributor of quality bathroom brassware and sanitary products, 
providing customers with a one-stop shop for quality bathroom fittings since 1983.

The partnership between both companies has proven to be a strong and valued one, with both companies committed 
to their aims of offering a high level of quality in both service and product. 

We are delighted to present to you five new ranges of GROHE products, each featuring industry leading technology, 
outstanding design and enduring quality. Included in this brochure you’ll find the Grohtherm 800, Grohtherm 1000 
Cosmo M, Grohtherm 1000 New, Eurosmart New and Essence New, each of which comes with the 5 Year GROHE 
Guarantee on Parts and Labour as standard.

Faster, easier 
and hassle-

free, GROHE 
QuickFix® cuts 
installation time 
by up to 50%.
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GROHE
GROHTHERM  800
Safe and Ergonomic. Experience the benefits of a 
thermostatically controlled shower at an attractive price. 
Finished in sparkling  GROHE starlight® chrome, Grohtherm 800 
benefits from GROHE Turbostat® technology, ensuring luxurious 
showering at a constant temperature. The safestop button, set  
at 38˚C, prevents children from turning up the temperature,  
while the Ecobutton allows you to reduce water usage.

step into the world of thermostatic comfort.

GROHE GROHTHERM  
1000 COSMOPOLITAN M
Minimalistic design with ergonomic metal handle. 
Offering quality, technology and design at a competitive  
price, Grohtherm 1000 Cosmopolitan M is our most  
compact thermostat. Crafted from a series of perfect  
cylinders, its slender design is the preferred choice for  
modern, architectural-style spaces.

Pure design, pure pleasure.

34321002          
Grohtherm 1000 
Cosmo M exposed 
shower mixer + 
shower set (900m)
£278.66

34441002          
Grohtherm 1000 
Cosmo M exposed 
bath/shower mixer

£254.83

34268002          
Grohtherm 1000 
Cosmo M exposed 
shower mixer  
without unions
£201.67

34323002          
Grohtherm 1000 
Cosmo M exposed 
bath/shower mixer 
without unions
£247.16

34286002          
Grohtherm 1000 
Cosmo M exposed 
shower mixer + 
shower set (600m)
£275.34

34440002          
Grohtherm 1000 
Cosmo M exposed 
shower mixer

£209.34

34569000          
Grohtherm 800 
exposed bath/ 
shower mixer
£192.00

34562000          
Grohtherm 800 
exposed shower 
mixer 
£165.00

34565000          
Grohtherm 800 
exposed shower 
mixer + shower set 
£176.67

 L P
  = Low Pressure Water System    

HP
  = High Pressure Water System

NEW

HP HP HP

HP HPHP HPHP HP

Automatic Diverter 
easy switch between  
spout and shower

Ergonomic handle 
with paddle for 
enhanced grip

SafeStop 
safety lock protects 
against scalding

Grohe EcoButton 
saves water up to 50%

Slim 40mm body 
Non CoolTouch

EasyLogic 
improved intuitive 
graphics on body

EcoButton 
50% water saving

Ergonomic handles 
Wing shaped  
screw fixed

SafeStop Button 
Temperature  
blocked at 38° C

SafeStop Button 
Additional maximum temperature 
stop for country variants

Soft shaped spout 
extruding from body
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GROHE
GROHTHERM 1000 NEW

100% GROHE CoolTouch®, ultimate comfort.  
Enjoy taking a refreshing shower more than ever before. The Grohtherm 1000 New with 
contemporary design offers the new GROHE CoolTouch® compact body, ergonomically 
shaped metal handles, GROHE Turbostat® technology and water saving eco functions.

The Grohtherm 1000 New – more complete than ever before.

NEW

34439003          
Grohtherm 1000 New exposed 
bath/shower mixer 
£233.33

HP

34582000          
Grohtherm 1000 New set 
concealed bath + set 
£510.00

HP

34557000          
Grohtherm 1000 New shower 
exposed + shower set 
£213.66

HP

34575000          
Grohtherm 1000 New concealed 
shower + shower set 
£390.33

HP

19986000          
Grohtherm 1000 New trimset + bath 
shower diverter (requires 35050000) 
£180.00

HP

34438003          
Grohtherm 1000 New exposed 
shower mixer 
£183.33

HP

34146003          
Grohtherm 1000 New shower 
exposed mixer without unions 
£175.50

HP

34156003          
Grohtherm 1000 New bath/ 
shower mixer  
£225.50

HP

19985000          
Grohtherm 1000 New trimset
diverter shower (requires 35050000)
£180.00

HP

19984000          
Grohtherm 1000 New trimset 
shower (requires 35050000)
£158.33

HP

19981000          
Grohtherm 1000 New concealed 
valve trimset 
£34.34

HP

L P
  = Low Pressure Water System    

HP
  = High Pressure Water System

GROHE TurboStat® 
For a perfect water 
temperature at all times.

MetalGrip 
ergonomic metal handle with 
paddle for enhanced grip

SafeStop 
safety lock protects 
against scalding

EasyLogic 
improved intuitive 
graphics on body

Organic shaped spout 
extruding from body

GROHE Aquadimmer® Eco 
switch between spout and 
shower with water saving 
function for shower.

New GROHE CoolTouch® compact body 
No risk of scalding on the body
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GROHE
EUROSMART
Our Best Eurosmart Ever
GROHE launched the first ever eurosmart range in 1999. selling over 30 million 
taps worldwide, it has been a classic in our range ever since. Now we’re delighted 
to introduce the third generation of Eurosmart, with a design that has evolved and 
new features that make it better than ever. Encompassing products for bathrooms, 
kitchens and commercial settings, we’ve innovated to make GROHE Eurosmart more 
comfortable, faster and easier to maintain. It makes using water at home a joy.

25098000        
Eurosmart single-lever 
bath filler, deck 
mounted
£247.38

33265002 
Eurosmart basin 
mixer, Smooth Body

£111.98

32926002 
Eurosmart basin 
mixer, pop-up waste

£111.98

23323001 
Eurosmart basin 
mixer, M-Size, 
retractable chain
£113.62

2339410E 
Eurosmart basin mixer, 
M-Size, retractable 
chain, energy saving
£117.83

23537002 
Eurosmart basin 
mixer, L-Size,  
high spout 
£191.01

33281002        
Eurosmart sink mixer,  
low spout 
 
£120.52

33412002        
Eurosmart single-lever 
bath/shower mixer, 
monobloc installation
£162.42

33302002        
Eurosmart single-lever  
bath/shower mixer 
with shower kit 
£190.25

NEW

3328120E        
Eurosmart sink mixer, 
low spout with  
GROHE EcoJoy®
£141.52

30260002        
Eurosmart sink mixer, 
low spout, energy 
saving
£125.00

19450002        
Eurosmart single-lever 
shower mixer trim 
(requires 35501000)
£102.28

33188002       
Eurosmart basin mixer, 
Retractable Chain

£104.38

25105000
Eurosmart single-lever 
bath/shower mixer, 
deck mounted
£290.22

32929002       
Eurosmart bidet 
mixer, pop-up waste 
 
£111.98

3246720L 
Eurosmart basin 
mixer, Smooth Body,  
Low Pressure
£100.04

3326520L 
Eurosmart basin 
mixer, pop-up waste,  
Low Pressure 
£111.98

HP HP

HPHP HP HP

H P

19451002       
Eurosmart single-lever
shower mixer trim  
(requires 35501000) 
£91.79

H P H P H P H P

H P

33202002        
Eurosmart sink mixer,  
high spout 
 
£120.52

H PH P H PH P H P

L P
  = Low Pressure Water System    

HP
  = High Pressure Water System

L P
 

HP

L P
 

HP

Lever alinged to body

More space between  
lever and spout

smooth Neck

7 Degrees

NEW OHM - NEW 35mm 
Cartridge Intergrated 
temperature limiter

Precision chin

+30%  
more comfort
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GROHE
ESSENCE BATHROOM  
UNDERSTATED ELEGANCE

Classic lifestyle, gently interpreted. For people who are attracted by 
clean, simple pleasing designs, GROHE Essence brings aesthetics without 
pretension. This range uses balanced, modern styling and creates space for 
inventive furnishing ideas and innovative technologies.

Perfectly sensual. Time and again, Essence uses the cylindrical form in 
exciting ways. An artful play of shapes occurs throughout the range, from 
luxurious showers to efficient fittings which are available in sizes s to XL.

NEW

HP HP HP HP HP

L P
  = Low Pressure Water System    

HP
  = High Pressure Water System

32898001          
Essence basin mixer,  
pop-up waste
 
£159.27

23379001          
Essence basin mixer,  
pop-up waste energy saving
 
£159.27

23462001          
Essence U-Spout basin 
mixer, pop-up waste
 
£174.27

23463001          
Essence U-Spout basin 
mixer, smooth body
 
£159.58

34294001          
Essence basin mixer, 
smooth body
 
£144.58
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32935001          
Essence bidet mixer,  
pop-up waste
 
£159.27

33624001          
Essence exposed bath/
shower mixer
 
£233.39

33628001          
Essence exposed bath/
shower mixer with  
shower set 
£264.86

33636001          
Essence exposed  
shower mixer
 
£212.41

30269000          
Essence single-lever sink 
mixer, L-spout

£206.50

30270000          
Essence L-spout sink mixer, 
with pull-out spray

£246.50

32628001          
Essence L-Size basin mixer, 
U-spout, pop-up waste
 
£204.27

23491001          
Essence single-lever bath/
shower mixer, U-spout, 
freestanding
£1,100.00

19578001          
Essence 4 hole single lever 
bath combination

£737.77

19967001          
Essence L-Size 2 hole basin 
mixer, wall mounted
 
£230.00

19976001          
Essence 3 hole single lever 
bath combination

£570.00

20296001          
Essence 3 hole basin mixer, 
M-size, with pop-up waste
 
£279.30

32901001          
Essence XL-Size basin 
mixer, U-spout 
 
£229.58

23541001          
Essence L-Size basin mixer, 
U-spout
 
£189.58

20299001          
Essence 3 hole basin mixer, 
L-size, with pop-up waste
 
£299.30

30269DC0          
Essence single-lever sink 
mixer, L-spout, Supersteel

£321.50

30270DC0          
Essence L-spout sink 
mixer, with pull-out spray, 
Supersteel
£361.50

19285001          
Essence single-lever
bath/shower mixer trim 
(requires 35501000)
£149.00

19286001          
Eurosmart single-lever 
shower mixer trim 
(requires 35501000)
£139.00

19408001          
Essence M-Size 2 hole 
basin mixer, wall mounted
 
£210.00

HP HP HP HP HP

HP HP HP HP HP

HP HP HP HP HP

HP HP HP HP HP

L P
  = Low Pressure Water System    

HP
  = High Pressure Water System



Faucets, Lower Mill, Pontypool, south Wales NP4 0RH
Tel: (01495) 767600  Fax: (01495) 767601  www.faucets.co.uk


